We investigate video classification via a 3D deep convolutional neural network (CNN) that directly ingests compressed bitstream information. This idea is based on the observation that video macroblock (MB) motion vectors (that are very compact and directly available from the compressed bitstream) are inherently capturing local spatio-temporal changes in each video scene. Our results on two standard video datasets show that our approach outperforms pixelbased approaches and remains within 7 percentile points from the best classification results reported by highly-complex optical-flow & deep-CNN methods. At the same time, a CPU-based realization of our approach is found to be more than 2500 times faster in the motion extraction in comparison to GPU-based optical flow methods and also offers 2 to 3.4-fold reduction in the utilized deep CNN weights compared to recent architectures. This indicates that deep learning based on compressed video bitstream information may allow for advanced video classification to be deployed in very large datasets using commodity CPU hardware. Source code is available at http://www.github.com/mvcnn.
art methods for high-level semantic description in images and video require compute-intensive decoding, followed by complex pixel-domain processing, such as optical flow calculations [2, 3] ; (ii) while recent proposals based on deep neural networks have shown very promising results on pixel-domain image and video classification and retrieval [2, 3] , the high resolution & high frame-rate nature of decoded video and the format inflation (from standard to super-high definition, 3D, multiview, etc.) require highly-complex deep neural networks that impose massive computation and storage requirements [4] . To address these issues, we propose a three-dimensional deep convolutional neural network (CNN) that directly leverages on compressed macroblock (MB) motion information. We compensate for the sparsity of these MB motion vectors with larger temporal extents. Our experiments with two widely-used datasets show that competitive classification results are obtained against the state-of-the-art, with processing speed that is found to be orders-of-magnitude higher than all previous approaches based on pixel-domain video. This paves the way for exabyte and zettabyte-scale video datasets to be newly-discovered and analysed over commodity hardware 1 .
RELATED WORK
The state-of-the art in video classification is held by multilayer neural networks using dense optical flow [2, 3, 7, 8] .
Rather than hand-crafting features and filters to recognize different actions in video, these networks learn useful features from large amounts of labeled data. The dense temporal trajectories from optical flow are computed at a fine scale (e.g. per pixel) and precisely track motion through the video. The inherent problem with optical flow-based methods is that optical flow is expensive to compute. Tran et al. [9] report runtime for a Brox [5] GPU implementation at only 1 fps. The recent proposal of Ilg et al. [6] reduces the optical flow estimation runtime overhead by training a network to estimate the optical flow from consecutive frame pairs. Regardless of these improvements, training and testing these networks still requires full video decoding and further processing for optical flow estimation. This overhead is the largest bottleneck in the deployment of action recognition on big video datasets or on real-time video analysis within conversational services. To overcome the overhead of video decompression, compresseddomain action recognition approaches were studied by Kantorov et al. [10] . Their work is related to ours as it makes use of motion compensation parameters from the compresseddomain. However, as their work is based on Bag-of-Words methods, it relies on a very limited number of features, which has detrimental effects on classification accuracy. In this paper, we focus on single-stream networks; although two-stream or fusion-based networks have been shown to offer superior results [7, 8] , these approaches incur significant increase to the network complexity for diminishing returns in classification accuracy. For example, Feichtenhofer et al. [8] report using up to 181.42M parameters for less than 6.7 percentile points increase in accuracy in the UCF101 dataset. Therefore, while the extension of our approach to multi-stream networks is possible, e.g., by also considering other video bitstream elements such as NAL unit sizes [11] , we leave this as a topic for future research.
OPTICAL FLOW ESTIMATION BASED ON MACROBLOCK MOTION INFORMATION
In video compression standards like MPEG/ITU-T AVC/H.264, HEVC [11] , as well as open-source video codecs like Theora, Google VP8/VP9 and AOMedia Video 1, the input video frames are coarsely divided into macroblocks (MBs), which form the basis for inter (and intra) prediction.
Inter-predicted MBs are (optionally) partitioned into blocks that are predicted via motion vectors representing the displacement from matching blocks in previous or subsequent frames. MB motion information can be extracted from a compressed video bitstream using FFMPEG's libavcodec [12] library, which supports most MPEG/ITU-T standards used in practice. As shown in Fig. 1 , such motion vectors can be interpreted as noisy approximations of the underlying motion [13] [10]. The quality of MB-based motion estimation is thus correlated with the size of the macroblock, the video resolution and the utilized search parameters, e.g., search window and availability of fractional-pixel motion vector information.
PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR COMPRESSED-DOMAIN CLASSIFICATION
In this section we describe the proposed framework for training a 3D deep CNN based on MB motion vectors. For both training and testing with the proposed approach, no decoding of any video to its pixel-domain representation is performed.
Network Input
For our CNN input, we extract and retain only P-type MB motion vectors, i.e., uni-directionally predicted MBs. This is because, during our experimentation, we found that training on both P and B-type (bi-directionally predicted) motion vectors incurs substantial increase in complexity with marginal improvement in classification accuracy. This is attributed to the fact that, for the utilized datasets, B-type MB motion vectors were found to be very sparse in nature or contain information that is mostly redundant if P-type MB motion vectors are available. The standard UCF-101 [14] and HMDB-51 [15] datasets are composed of 320 × 240 RGB pixels per frame. For a frame comprising P-type MBs, a block size of 8 × 8 pixels results in a motion vector field Φ ∈ R W ×H×K of dimension 40 × 30 × 2, where W × H is the motion vector spatial resolution and the number of channels K = 2 is representative of the δx and δy motion vector components.
In order to compensate for the low spatial resolution W × H, we take a long temporal extent of motion vectors over T > 100 consecutive P frames. This is contrary to recent work using high-resolution optical flow [2, 16] , which typically ingest only a few frames per input (typically around 10). This is because, even with the latest GPU hardware, a long temporal extent cannot be processed without sacrificing the spatial resolution of the optical flow [2, 16] . On the other hand, given that our MB motion vector input is inherently low-resolution, it is amenable to a longer temporal extent, which is more likely to include the entirety of relevant action that is essential for the correct classification of the video. For example, we have found that the accuracy increases greatly for UCF-101 evaluated on our 3D CNN when moving from 10 to 100 frames, but eventually plateaus when T becomes sufficiently large such that the input extends to almost all P-type frames of the majority of video files of the dataset. Therefore, we fix the temporal extent T to 160, which is roughly the average number of P-frames per video in UCF-101.
In order to make our network input independent of the video resolution, we use a fixed spatial size N × N which is cropped/resized from Φ; in this paper we set N = 24. Our final network inputΦ ∈ R N ×N ×K×T is thus 4D and can be ingested by a 3D CNN. As exemplified in numerous works [16, 9] , the advantage of using a 3D CNN architecture with a 4D input, versus stacking the frames as channels and using a 3D input of size N × N × KT with a 2D CNN, is that, rather than collapsing to a 2D slice when convolving within the CNN, we preserve the temporal structure during filtering.
Network Architecture
Our 3D CNN architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2 . All convolutions and pooling are spatiotemporal in their extent. 3D pooling is performed over a 2×2×2 window with spatiotemporal stride of 2. The first two convolutional layers use 3D filters of size 3 × 3 × 3 to learn spatiotemporal features. With a 24 × 24 × 2 × 160 motion vector input, the third convolutional layer receives input of size 6×6×2×10. Therefore, we set the filter size of the third, fourth and fifth convolutional layers to 2 × 2 × 2, as this is sufficiently large to encompass the spatial extent of the input over the three layers whilst minimizing the number of parameters. In order to maintain efficiency when training/evaluating, we also use a temporal stride of 2 in the first and second convolutional layers to quickly downsize the motion vector input; in all other cases we set the stride to 1 for convolutional layers. All convolutional layers and the FC6 & FC7 layers use the parametric ReLU activation function [17] .
It is important to note that our network has substantially less parameters and activations than other architectures using optical flow. In particular, our 3D CNN stores 29.4 million weights. For comparison, ClarifaiNet [18] and similar configurations that are commonly used for optical-flow based classification [2, 19] require roughly 100 million parameters.
3D CNN Training
We train the network using stochastic gradient descent with momentum set to 0.9. The initialization of He et al. [17] is extended to 3D and the network weights are initialized from a normal distribution with variance inversely proportional to the fan-in of the filter inputs. Mini-batches of size 64 are generated by randomly selecting 64 training videos. From each of these training videos, we choose a random index from which to start extracting the P-frame MB motion vectors. From this position, we simply loop over the P-type MBs in temporal order until we extract motion vectors over T consecutive P frames. This addresses the issue of videos having less than T total P frames, e.g., cases where the video is only a few seconds long. For UCF-101, we train from scratch; the learning rate is initially set to 10 −2 and is decreased by a factor of 0.1 every 30k iterations. The training is completed after 70k iterations. Conversely, for HMDB-51, we compensate for the small training split by initializing the network with pre-trained weights from UCF-101 (split 1). The learning rate is initialized at 10 −3 and decayed by a factor of 0.1 every 15k iterations, for 30k iterations.
To minimize the chance of overfitting due to the low spatial resolution of these motion vector frames and the small size of the training split for both UCF-101 and HMDB-51, we supplement the training with heavy data augmentation. To this end, we concatenate the motion vectors into a single W ×H ×2T volume and apply the following steps; (i) a multiscale random cropping to fixed size N c × N c × 2T from this volume, by randomly selecting a value for N c from N × c with c ∈ {0.5, 0.667, 0.833, 1.0}; as such, the cropped volume is randomly flipped and spatially resized to N × N × 2T ; (ii) zero-centering the volume by subtracting the mean motion vector value from each motion vector field Φ, in order to remove possible bias; the δx and δy motion vector components can now be split into separate channels, thus generating our 4D network inputΦ. During training, we additionally regularize the network by using dropout ratio of 0.8 on the FC6 and FC7 layers together with weight decay of 0.005.
Testing
During testing, per video, we generate 10 random volumes of temporal size T from which to test on. Per volume, we use the standard 10-crop testing [20] , cropping the four corners and the center of the image to size N ×N ×2×T and considering both horizontally flipped and unflipped versions. As such, we average the scores over the 10 crops and 10 volumes to produce a single score for the video. Table 1 : Motion field estimation accuracy and runtime results for the proposed approach, Brox [21] and FlowNet2 [6] . % P:
Percentage of video frames encoded as P-frames; EPE: endpoint error. Table 1 presents results from our MB motion vector extraction against the ground truth and the Brox [21] and FlowNet2 [6] optical flow estimations that were respectively used by [2] and [6] . All end-point error (EPE) and runtime results were measured on the MPI Sintel dataset using an Amazon EC2 instance running on a quadcore Intel's Xeon E2686 V4 (2.3 GHz). Since the CNN architecture downsamples and quantizes the optical flow before using it [2] , we measure the EPE of the optical flow estimations at the resolution and quantization settings used by the CNN. Under these settings, the EPE of the proposed approach remains low-enough to indicate high correlation with the ground-truth and optical-flow based methods. At the same time, the proposed approach is more than 2500 times faster than FlowNet2 (0.05 ms vs. 128.60 ms per frame), as it does not decode the video to the pixel domain and does not perform any optical flow calculations. Given that GPU instances require more than 9 times the cost of CPU instances (e.g., AWS prices at the time of this writing), this leads to more than 23000 times lower cost under a cloud-based deployment.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Speed and End-Point Error of MB Motion Vectors
Datasets used for Video Classification
Evaluation is performed on two standard action recognition datasets, UCF-101 [14] and HMDB-51 [15] . UCF-101 is a popular action recognition dataset, comprising 13K videos from 101 action categories. Each video is: approximately 10 seconds in duration, 320 × 240 pixels per frame, at 25 frames per second (fps). HMDB-51 is a considerably smaller dataset, comprising only 7K videos from 51 action categories, with the same spatial resolution as UCF-101, and at 30 fps.
Evaluation Protocol and Results
For each dataset we follow the testing protocol of Section 4.4 and compute the average accuracy over the three training/test splits provided. Each UCF-101 training split consists of approximately 9.5K videos, whereas each HMDB training split has 3.7K videos. [2], LTC-Mpegflow [3] and SFCNN [16] . It is worth noting that unlike LTC-Mpegflow, which considers I, P and B-frames and optionally applies temporal interpolation, we are able to achieve superior accuracy solely based on a P-frame volume input. Moreover, LTC-Mpegflow requires significantly more time in processing due to the larger input resolution and significantly more activations in the lower convolutional layers. Specifically, the runtime to process a batch of size 32 on a single K80 GPU with the proposed CNN architecture and LTCMpegflow was found to be 65 examples/s and 12 examples/s respectively. Our proposal is outperformed by SSCNN-Brox and LTC-Brox (both using highly-complex optical flow), as well as the RGB-based C3D [9] , by up to 7 percentile points. We mainly attribute the gap in performance to the short duration of the videos in the datasets (i.e., lack of enough P frames to train with) and the low resolution of the utilized material. Importantly, with the exception of SSCNN+ [2] , our approach is allowing for more than 2.5-fold reduction in the input size and/or more than two-fold reduction in the number of activations and weights against the competing methods.
CONCLUSION
We propose a 3D convolutional neural network architecture for video classification that utilizes compressed-domain motion vector information for record-breaking speed, at the cost of modest loss in accuracy. Given the observed performance within the two standard benchmark datasets, further work in this area (and the utilization of higher-resolution video datasets that are more representative of today's video streaming landscape) may close the gap between our approach and these methods. Such approaches may find important applications in big data classification and retrieval systems.
